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Chaptor I
The Introduction
"No achool oucht to be content with what It dlacovere about
Ita pupils nerely fron t!i«lr class records or from the Inforszation that pupils and their parents volunteer.

It ou*^! to

find out Tor it self, particularly In the case of boys and girls
fron the less privileged hones, about each pupil's general lu»»
background, about his Interests and special abilities, about his
najor out-of-school activities and his hopes and plana for the
future."i
•n^ios© words wore spoken by Dr. Francis T. Spaulding at tlic
I

Norfolk County Teachers* Convention in I3oston in October 1039.
This writer has accepted the clmllonge put fortli by Dr. S^uldlng
and lias attempted to find out all possible facts pertalnln*; to
the Importance of hobbles In the lives of junior and senior high
achool pupils.
4

(1) Leisure tliae activities in the schools—The develop¬
ment of leisure tine activities and hobbles as such In the schools
lias come a long way in tl^io last twenty years and especially In
tlie lest ten years.

In tlio early history of elerientary education

the schools took from tlie hone the responsibility of teaching
the tlireo "R's".

Tlie secondary school was first concerned with

tlio preparation of Its pupils for college.
responsibility of connorclal training.

Later it assui'^d the

Still later, the secondary

i^nauldlni:^.- !t‘irancia T..
School and Lifo. Now York
The Iks Crew I3ook Co. Inc., 103B.

.chool introduced Into Ito currlculun. nochcnlcnl .rta .nd o^op
»ork for the boya; cooking m.d 8c.l„£ for the ^irla.

So, the

secondary school 1» sraduolly aaaur.,ln6 the reaponalbUlt, of
tralnlnc the youth of the nation, throuch t:.e medtur of hobtlaa.
to develop all their Interests, aptitudes, and abilities.

To-i«.

the secondary achool la B'appl#iaentln£ the hone In the type of
training needed for otir chanelr.t; aoclal order, so that more and
none the need for all youth, not Just for college preparation,
cocaerclnl w>rk, or vocational training, but for conplete living
nu3t b« th« obligation of the achool.
Public achool adnlnlatrators are continually aore conacloua
of the fact that they should take Into consideration the life
neoda of all jo\m^ people, since our p^abllc schools are ©stabllshed by the i^eopl© for the people.

If they fall short of this

compre.16naive ^^oal, they will not have achieved the p'lirpoae for
which they wore eatabllahed.
^2} Qplnlons .concerning- tho leisure tine actlvltiog in the
achoo]^——John H. Finley In hi a foreword to the book "‘Itie Hew
Lelaure Ch&llen^'os the Schools” sayas
"I find siyaelf quoted In this book as having sold In an
address nore than fifteen years ago, that It would bo a for more
difficult task of civlllaatlon to teach rien to use leisure rightly
than to labor efficiently.
But It was at least twenty years a^o
that I began to preach this gospel of education for the best us©
of free tlr:e. I 'r4id never heard anyone In Araerlca mke this spe¬
cific sug^,estlon, though I discovered that Aristotle had said
that this wos tho chief end of education. f!e was, however, think¬
ing of tho few and Ziot the rnany.
V'iTnat has b.appenod In tl*eao twenty years, has but ^dven
err.phasle to the need of this gospel. Indeed It la likely that the
wise us© of Increasing leisure r.ay become for the masses as for
the few the chief end of education.”2

^Lies. KuKena y.,

e ^few LeTaure Chayienfi^es tho Schools.
New York National < 'oc rent ion Assoc 1 at'^on , iu5?5 •" Fo re word.

nuc«na T. Lleo *io rcc«.itl
Recroatlon Asaoclatlon of

«d» a study for Tho Satlonal
t .e school, or. <Join^ and cu^. do

to r»at th« need for lolsuro tlao activities of the pupil. ,a7»,
•School, are supposed to train for life.
00(2J75ont or llfo**

ULurc 1. an lncrea.lnK

And e^tulnj

lo Imloed oncoux^lng to T» abl® to any t'^it
In the odi^atlonal world, th«r© has been a i^powlnt: IntorwJt In
lelaure and In addition a srowln^j concwn; an to
arc dolnc onindiorw naarly all that tliay can
flv?7onnrBiarg«a rwady to face a conparatlvely rm
social situation, to equip thera with not only the artior of pro¬
tection gainst the dan^ars of nlause of saarrlnal tlao. tyut'witl
downright eagorrsess to sake of It a i;roat boon ttiroutlAOut their
11^8, a boon to theswolvaa and a boon to eociety. Oaa aeoa with
^tls^actlon In studying t!ie recorda, tlie conalderoblo advorcea
«^lca have been
In the last twenty-five yoorc, but eopoclallsince the i#orld ^3far, In thoae very Itnea of school work w!i»ch ’pave
to do with, at least soaa of the realns which bolnGS, try and larije.
touch when they use their leisure recreatlocally, such os nuelc.
drarmtlca, physical activities, readln^i, art, and tl:e handcrafts.''^
C25) Oplfl^ona of proednent peonlo on the Importance of lels^ire
tine activltiea—It la both significant end Interesting to re¬
flect upon the thoughts of pro\Tv\^>at people In the field of edu¬
cation regarding the training for the now lel3\ire.
(a) Hai:rlce T’aetorllnck, writer and pSillosphert

"Tao

oanner In ihlch tho hours of freedon are spent dotensirveo, no
less than labor or war, tlio sioral worth of a nation*"
(b) Ellhu Root, statosf5ant

**T5pero Is no problen before

the world today taore Inportant than tho training for ta.c
use of leisure*"
(c) I'llton C* Potter, ouperlntcndont of tha ?511waukoe
Sch-oolat

"T!an olive," ho said, "this leisure tine slt^iatlon

slapping us 8c!u>o1 nan In tlje face, doamndinc our attentionr*
^ios, liugona 7*, Ttis hew Leisure ChaIlom:es the ^chc|ol3
?fow York Hatlonnl Jtccreatlon Association, 1^357 F. Ti.
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(d) c. B. Olonn, mipertafuflont of ochool. In Blmlneh«,
-Th,

tn ^lc^. loioura tlo.

,pent t. of

Meho.t Inpor-

In c!>or«ctor d*volopr»„t, duo to th. fact that 1. d,„.lnc
one*a lelo,n^

rather «:on durlnc the ho.« of eorV that

Character la aade or norred.

?nay, Hhu, devil rinda work for la.

lianda to dto r*
(o) A. I. Deckor, superintendent of aohoola in CoffeyvlUo,
Kaneaa I

“It la probably ooivi Inportar.t tljat people be nade avare

of the posalbllltloa In aplrltiial, aontal, ar-S pliysical erowtJ.
and aelfaro throneh the rlae uae of leisure tlr* th^ even tlia
contlnis#<l appreclcitloR of tserc factual education.^
of bobbles ^>r/ oduoatr:ra«»«>«>Por»iJipa tha flrat
Important recognition of !;obbiec as pert of school life ^ redo
indirectly

In 19ie T^le national Education Aaeoclatlon .-^ade

known Its ’Seven Cardinal Prlnclploe of Education*’

Training for

tlw Worthy tjce of Lelatirc Tlaio wa.a one of th^ose objectives.

At

first this training for worthy uao of leisure tins was in the fora
of extra curricular activities which consisted nostly of athletics,
dr&i!^tics, niislc, and debating;.

Althou^^h these activities were

desirable and satisfied t!'.e group Interests of sorjs of
they were not conpletely satisfactory.

pupils,

In the first place, they

did not fill the needs or s»at the Interests of oil the pupils.
In tlis second place, since each of these activities are ones
that necessitated the presence of other people tJierc was a mod
for activities that received the stiisulatlng force tn scl^ool but
could b« pursiaod by the Individual in his leisure tins.

Eueem^ T..
'how I^lBuro Qi^leru^ee thiS 5c!:ools
TTsw York National necroafeion /.ssocTaiion,

Condensed from pages 29-34.

noxt afp in thla training for «.rthy u.. of X.i.or. tl=.
•as thro-osh the fortmtlon of club.,

ihe.e hobby club, have go™

through .evoral .tag.. l„ their developnent.

At flr.t a group of

.tudent. aho «,r. Intere.t.d In .on. hobby net aft.r achool rtth
s teacher .ho had .InlUr Int.re.t.,

But .Inc. all of the pupil,

could not conveniently renaln after school for participation In
som club activity, on. class period a week m. l.t.r given over
for that pxn-pose.

The

toj-

in •hlch this activity period has wrked

out In t« schools with .hlch th. «.lter 1. fanlllar 1. a. folio™,
(a) An attoEpt tos made to detemino th. Int.reots of the
pupils and a club to satisfy the Interests of tlie pupils was fornod,
(b) Uvea a teacher mui selected as a loader for each club.
A class In athletic dancing for boys In one achool had for it.
pianist tlm scliooX Janitor 1
(c) A class period was assigned for each cluh activity so
that there would be a definite oeetlng tine and place.
(d) All tlie pupils in the achool were invited and larged
to Join a club.
Although there Is hardly a high sciiool in Massachusetts that
does not !iave one or nore of the following clubs t

photography,

stamp, airplane models, book, soap, sculpture, handcraft, boys*
cooking club, or a hobby club of some kind, the work is still in
tlie exporlnental stage so that the results cannot be clearly Judged.
However, In a few years we may b e able to determine more accurately
th^ value of hobby clubs.
(5) Importance of Ijiisure tlm activltle8^"»>The pupil does
hla achool work because ho has to a groat many times, but what he
does In his leisure time la often an Indication of his intcreata.
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las Interests nay not bo along the most desirable lines In irtilch
case the school may, through hobby clubs, bo Instrursental In re¬
directing then#

On the other hand the school nay prove sn Inpor—

tant factor, througJi hobby clubs, of encouraging and developing
new interests.

Tills line of thougi\t is substantiated by Dr.

Spaulding In speaklr^ of the hl^ school pupils who have completed
their fonsial education.
"KVery secondary school should provide teaching which
will lead Its pupils to enjoy the best type of recreation open
to them after they leave school.
InHiat these thousands of young people are like when they
end tlielr high school work Is obviously not the school’s doing
alone. Hone and church, playgi*ound and street, theatre, trtagaslne,
and radio, all have shared In their educational making* The
scliool is only one of the many social agencies, formal and In¬
formal, through wiilch they have been educated.
Yet wliat these yoxing people are like when they leave
school la, above everything else, the school’s particular concern.
In the eyes of the public no less than of the school people, the
task of the scliool is to supplement other educational InH-uencos,
to offer boys and girls appropriate education which they could not
otherwise obtain, to offset the negative or unwholesome habits
or attitudes which they may have picked up In the stireet or
neighborhood. As an Inevitable consequence of the part It plays
In the lives of its pupils, the school Is commonly, and no doubt
jxjstly held more largely responsible than any other social In¬
stitution except the hope, for the traits and the abilities of
the young people of a given generation."^
(6) Tlio author’s motive for writing this tliesIs—-Hobbles
and more hobbles seems to be the watch word of the day In the
field of education#

Find out wliat the pupil does In his spare

time and you will have a key to his real Interests.
lead aomewl^iere—for

Hobbies rmy

lias not heard of the youngster who played

around with chemicals and electricity and turned out to be one of
the xaost famous people the world has known#
Pr-Miels T.. !ii;^~Ichool »nd Uf«. Now York
The He Graw Book Company Inc., i930#

f
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Tho present opinion of many people In the field of edu¬
cation Is tlmt adequate supervision and stlnulatlon for leisure
tlwo activities has been definitely lacking In the secondary
school proi^naa.

At present tliere Is a period In the clilld's

day tl*at Is "beyond tlis direct Influence of the scViOol but In
which tlie school can bo on Inportont factor*

Pez^ps ttM rx>at

satisfying «&y In idilch the school can isake this contact Is throu^i
adeq\mte lolsuro time activities^ especially If the Interest In
such activities Is atai*tod In school*
as

Since hobbles may serve

raotlvatlnc force In selecting a vocation, better use of

leisure, or good relatlonslilp tovaikls society Which will ultimately
*

help develop that Individual Into a self-reliant and resourceful
cltissen that a deiaocracy needs, a stxidy of the leisure tins pur¬
suits of the pupils Is timely and worthsfiille.

This writer lias undortalcen an Investigation concerning
the Importance of hobbles In. t!\o lives of Junior and senior high
school pupils*

It Is hoijod that the results nay reveal sone In-

terostlng and significant facta.

1
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Chapter II
Review of Related Literature
The study of hobbles and their value In the school cur¬
riculum Is one that Is comparatively new to educators, especially
In the last ten years.

In this chapter there Is a review of the

related literature on the subject of hobbles.
(1) Relationship of hobbles and the new leisure—Since
the reorganization of the working hours which followed the de¬
pression and financial crisis of 1929, a greatly Increased lei¬
sure for the masses has resulted.

What the adults and the chil¬

dren are going to do with this Increased leisure time seems to
be a problem that some writers think can be solved through the
possession of an adequate hobby.

In regard to the use of this

new leisure time. Slater M. Egnard, C. S. J. says, ”The recognition
of leisure time Is gaining a prominent place In the educational
scheme of all nations but to a still greater degree In America,
where leisure has become the blrthrl^t not only of the privileged
few, but the masses.6
An opinion about the new leisure time for children Is ex¬
pressed by Alice Hawthorne who said, "In this age of more and
more enforced leisure for some, what Is better than that children
select and learn to ride a hobby.
frustrated!

What Juvenile truancy may be

A hobby-horse makes of a chlld*s leisure an asset

^Sister M. Egnard, C. S. J., "Avocatlonal Aspects of Special
Education", Rational Catholic Educational Association, XXV,
(August 1938), pp. 497-503.

rather t}ian a liability."'^

In order to aubatantlato her view on

thla 3\ibject^ Mlaa Hawthorne Included In her article a Hat of
hobblea irtilch ahe consldorod aultable for children.

A copy of

thla Hat will bo found In Appendix I.
T. D. A* Cocknerell in hla article '*!iore About Kobblea"
uj^olda the opinion of the two previous wrltora on the Inportimce
of hobblea becaiLse of the increased leisure tlose.

**To»day, the

cultivation of hobblea la awre urgent than ever, because the hours
of labor are progressively shortened, and the years of gainful
»

labor tend to be reduced, so that people have, on the idiole, s»re
so-called leisure tlzae.*®
Perhapa the oost inportant opinion of recent writers on
the relationslilp of hobbies, and the new leisure la cxpi*as8ed by
*

*

•

*

Francis T. Spaulding In his book •'Kl^ School and Life.’'

Dr.

Spaulding says:
"In a society which gives boys and girls and nen and
wozaon, a considerable anomt of tlrae to spend as they will, idiat
people do vlth tlielr leisure cannot be safely Ignored. One of
the purposes of schooling la preaiaaably to see that young people
make use of part of their leisure tine In learning, even outside
of school* Schools are also ordinarily supxx>aod to give young
people habits and standards of enjoysient idilch will rsnke tl»n
like to spend part of their free tine In worthwlille recreation.
(2) Influence of hobbles In Keoeral~Ttiat hobbles are Im¬
portant to the general wolfai*© and social adjiistnent of the
individual is expressed by Ruth M. Luther:
^Hawthorne, Alice, ^Hobbles New & Old," American Chlldltood
XXV (Feb* 1940) pp* 64-56.
^^Cocknorell, T. D. A. "Kore About Hobbles," Sc>\ool and Society
XLVIII (December 1938) p. 753.
9spe\ildlng, Francis T., "High School and Life." The ?4c Graw
Book Company Inc., Kew YorTcT^TSSHT'

One IdJiid oT Imnircnce ogolnst sto^patlon In to heT»
an Intoroatlnn hobby—evocation oftan bocoms In tlrsi a auoceaarul vocation—<BonD ^opla Ilka ono hobby and aoot Ilka anot};ar^ but aacZi rldaa hla mn^Xc carpat to titilak osmy fron tlM
httatejo of ovaryday into the land of now advonturo^lO
V.

ISttratan la of tha aano onlnlon aa !!iao tAxthar baoauaa

ba thlnka that **Throt;cJh a hobby «o find outwalvaa***^!
Itarry »♦ C»roaa apoaka Indirectly of tha Inportanca of hobblaa
In evwyday llvlngx
*I have always been lxs]pEraaaewl with the ballaf that sonaidxara batwsan the bans and the sobool «aa a haven of loat oppox*tunltlaa. a eaclxe^ a b^crlad traaaura conalsting of thln^ not
taught at hono* Tia. say taachara and
haw oosaa to baliaw that
aduoatlxm conaists lari^ely in dealgna for living aa well as for

laaamlng»"5^
(5) Spaelflc valoac of hobblaa—>It la tha cemsanaua of
opinion that hobblaa and e«tra'-cu2?rloular actlvltlaa that nay
ba class iflod aa hobblaa hava a daflnlta valiw in tha school
currleulusu

W* 0* Ciana writesx

•So doubt aost educators will agrao that tho purpoaa
of astra^urrloiilar ootlvitiaa la twofold* Ih tha flrat plaoa
t!iay arihanca achool life by giving varlaty and aplco to t!io actlvltlaa of tha acliooI« 51iay wake tlia achool attractive to aany
that otluxrwlsa ml#it not core to attend^ and aorvo for tha pupils
aa a holding factor until further Intaraat la craatad In tha acholaatio work of tho school* m tha aaoond plooo axtra-eurrlcular
actlTltloa ciwata and cultlvata intoraata that often last tJirough
Ufa* Tha hobby fulfills l>oth purposaa raantlonad* If proparly
rwco/mlaad and ancouragad by tlxa achool, it adds pleaaurw aM
appx^oclatlon during achool days* Xt cartadnly creates lasting
intareata* Just now whan t^la outlook appaara to assure noro
lUtutScrV Tiuth lf."“""7acatTon'Sobblaa Por Chlldran*, Tha Vol^

Ttavlaw* vJuna 19d3)j^ pp* 357-C*
_
_
'nsStan, 7.'. »♦, «A Vacation Everyday*, The neadars
_'*rtAr\\

*nn-n'>.

6.*^»I>s3l^ for Living ^ Laawd^".
PiwreaalTWi ^wntlon. XII, (January 1930, ?p. 10-11.
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leisure time for all^ well—developed hobbles may serve In a
neasure to stabllze social unrest, give much enjoyment, and
In a limited way enlighten those i^o pursue them# ”13
In reference to the Importance of hobbles for children,
Ruth M# Luther'says:
”The child’s leisure at home can be guided and di¬
rected, or It can be left uncontrolled# If it la properly
guided. It may be made constructively worthwhile. Here Is
whore the development of hobbles will help# If you yourself
expend some effort In the development of such Interests, you
will be surprised to find how the Interests expand and lead
to other things#”14
The value of hobbles or leisure time pursuits as a part
of the dally program In the schools la ably stated by Eugene T.
Lies In his book "The New Lelsiire Challenges the Schools":
"Probably the cleso^st, most comprehensive and yet
most succinct statement of the ways In which the school can
through Its dally program educate for leisure which the writer
has come upon is contained In an editorial by Mr. Jay Elmer
Morgan In the Journal of the National Educative Association
for October 1926# Mr# Morgan declares that the schools can
help to enrich leisure:
1*
"By Introducing yoiing xjeople to a wide range of life
Interests*
2# By teaching the use of books and libraries and de¬
veloping wholesome reading appetites of closely re¬
lated to each of the great objectives of education
and life#
3. By developing appreciation of fine music and skill
In singing, playing, and dancing#
4#
By having children participate In games and sports
which may easily be continued In after years.
5# By providing experience In pleasant social life
through school activities and clubs#
6#
By cultivating In children a love of the out-of-doors—
appreciation of flowers, animals, landscape, sky and
stars#
...
7# By giving children an opportunity to develop hobbles
In various creative fields—gardening, mechanics,
applied arts, fine arts, architecture and city planning.

i3Clane,'¥. 6., ‘♦The "Hobby Show as an Extra-Curricular
Activity", National Elementary Principal, XVII, (Juno 1938),
??LutherfRutli M., "Vacation Hobbles for Children"; The Vpl^
Review, (August 1939), pp* 442-443-472.
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By mokln^^ tho school and Its playflelds the center
and servant of a wholesome and satisfying neighbor¬
hood life.
9* By calling attention to various recreational agencies
and the values which they serve—theaters^ concerts,
libraries, radio, periodicals and newspapers, mus¬
eums, parks, playgrounds and travel.”
”How^ the school subjects or fields Involved In Mr.
Morgan’s list of ”way8 and means” stated In bare terms are
substantially these: reading, music, art, handcrafts, physical
education and nature study. In addition, he stresses social
training cuid the relating of children to constructive community
resources. We wo\ild add dramatics to the list of subjects.
8

The educative value of hobbles Is expressed by Helen K.
liacklntosh in her article ”How Hobbies Educate":
The hobby has value In and of Itself but Its educative
value must not be overlooked as schools critically evaluate their
curricular from the standpoint of meeting individual, group, suid
community needs.”16
There Is another Important phase to the value of hobbles as a
vital part of the school program.

This phase is admirably ex¬

pressed by Helen K. Mackintosh when she says,
"Through hobbles teachers come to know another side
of the child idiich they have not met in the course of the school
day.”16
(4)

'bating interest in hobbles™One wonders just

how the interest In hobbles Is begun and stimulated.
an individual acquire a hobby?

How does

Is there a motivating force or

are they similar to Topsy who "jest growed?”

W. M. Marsten

expresses his opinion on this question in a recent article found
in the Readers Digest, "A Vocation Everyday.”

He says:

"Prom such simple beginnings as collecting beetles,
grasshoppers, snails—yes. even oozly, ^oozlj
^
developed healthy interests and skills Tidiich may be formed Into
life long p\irault8 that will yield great satisfaction.
lST4.>o
IW Hew i^laure Ch^
New York National Recreation Association,
r. oo.
IGwacklntosh, Helen R., "How Hobbies Educate , School Life
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It Is bslloved by educators that activities irtilch arise fron
the child’s own desires ore tlie juost worthwlille.
And •hobbles"
do arise fron the child’s own desires*
Tliey provide hln with
opportunities for experloncinr, and out of this experloncln^^
he becones interesting^ to .iliTself and to others 9Ko“5Karo"lTs
love for tiakln^ things, or collectin^^ tlien.
Children Who have
hobbles usually have few idle hours*
Their days bocone Inportant, the activity of each day brlr^^lnr a fuller, richer enJoyT?!ent of llfe."’^
(5) Results of recent hobby studies—-A few studies have
been made in order to detemlne the relative Importance and
effect of hobbles*

Thie followlnt^ abstract is taken fron a re¬

cent study by Anna E* Hosley and Janes 0* 5?etland, "Hobbles
I4ay Lead 5onewl:ierc«"
“A study recently imdo in Wlilch 118 college students
cooperated In allowing the develojanont of their personal In¬
terests to be examined In detail, rmke clear how valuable are
outside concerns to good growth and adjustment of yotsxg people,
and how significant a part parents can play In their devolopfmonts*"
The results of the study are as follows:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

"It was found t!iat the average age at which interests
are developed Is between the twelfth and thirteenth
years*
It also appeared that the greatest minber of yw
interests a child Is likely to have comes at this age*
Active Interests are lllcely to begin at the age of
ten, and wane after the clilld has i*eachod sixteen*
At the age of ten the child first finds himself in¬
terested in things outside hinself»
After the age of sixteen they see how mich progress
others have made and feel discouraged*
After the age of sixteen boys and girls are more in¬
terested In social activities and group activities*
TTie child with outside interests Is more easily
adaptable and more likely to be emotionally stable*
Interests leads to vocations*

l^tiarslen, ‘.T*

'"a Vacaticm"Sver.?day";

(February 1040), pp* 111-112.

Tlie Readers Digest,

(9)

^ch my

had llttla laoortanca

‘ ’ S^SS’tK SS?iS'“"

2;a*?;,s5i“
'“'"■t ~iuu..

Tliara dpaa anothar intoraatlng axporlmnt oond^ted for
ohlldran with oartaln apaciaX Intarosta and tinrwnal aVllltlaa
In QraOma 4-5-6 in tha al^taan olanantary achoola Which ccxapriaa
tJia Thli^d nvlalon oT tho x^ubllc schools or 'SaChlngton^ D* c»
In tJ'wa Tall or X037 riwa ho'bby cl\ibs oara ronaod:

Tha Choral

CXub^ rtm Craativw Writing Club, 7tm Art Clwb, Tha Sclonca
Cliib, and tha Balody-naMne Club (ror cMldran Intaraatad In
®****^tln5 orl^jlnal mlodlaa)*

Tha children vara aalocted rron

tha nrth and sixth grades In al^^itaan schools and wars aelectad
on tha basts oT strong Intaraat and tmusxial ability In tha
spaclal plhasa or work to ba undertaksn by tha club*

Pron one

to thraa chlldraa wara aalactad rroai aach school ror U>s clubs**
Ths results or this study are as rollowsf
(1) It is slghiricant that thasa childran who wera not
aalactad on tha basis or a
I* Q« or outstanding
achlavastont In all llnss or vorV, do in ths min,
rank in tha higher IsTels*
(2) It is also significant t>iat som childran aho did
z*ank high in tha tests did show strong intaraat and
narked ability in tha kind or work dona by tha clubs*
(5) aost or tha childran In all of tha clubs era everaga
or abova in social ed^’^TStnants both at hone and at
school*
(4) Ths valuo of tha clubs.ror personality fiarclopaent is
racogniaad and apprsoiatac by prlnclp^a*
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In Dr. Francis T. Spaxildlng• a recent study of younc People i^ho
arc ready to leave achool In the state of TIew York and eho are
not plannln^^ to continue their education, he finds thati
"Nearly GO per cent of these youn^ people claln to
have o hobby of one kind or another.
The noat popular of th.ose
seen to be handwork. In i^ilch the interests of girls sooeehat
exceeds that of boys, and the rsaklng of collections #-iich Is
about equally favored by girls and boys.
Kot all these hobbles can be I’Oc^arded as constructive
or as educational In any fundar^ontal sense; many of them seem
to represent no nore than cas’oal and hamless diversions, likely
to be outgrown or forgotten.
With due regard for this fact
however. It Is significant that a large groxip of boys and girls
leave achool with avocatlonal Interests strong enough so that
the young people themselves recognise those Interests as Im¬
portant and want to do something about then."20
(6) Definitions—The word hobby has on Interesting
derivation.

Originally It meant a favorite mount, because It

cotild be ridden over every terrain In all kinds of weather.
T!ie English called it a hobby,

Pron this original definition

the word hobby has cone to mean sonethlng that Is usually done In
a personas spare time, chiefly for the pleasure that Is derived
fron It, although many tines ttie hobby nay become both educational
and profitable.
In hls pamphlet TIio Care and Feeding of Hobby Horses,
Ernest Kino Calkins Classifies hobbles as"tblnt,a to do, things
to

thlneB to collect, things to leam.

The son total of

these stand for experience that la educative."SI

Perhaps that

Is the definition of a hobty that would appeal to educators.
However, Buth K. Luther Who !:oa written several articles on
Hew York,
aUSpauldlik,. ^rancta T., .j,'"School and
The Kc Oraw-nill Book Conpany Inc., luM.
School Life.
SlKacklntoah, Helen K.,
tiow uobhloe Edtvoate ,
XXIV, (June 19S9), pp. 2G0-2V2.
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hobbles saysi
"The dictionary defluo# hobby aa aoMthin.r
one tttkea an extravagant Interaat, a flvorlte pSiSltt-S?
In this second definition no stress Is placed on the ed^icatlve
value of a hobby.
T. D. A. CocVmerell eho comblnea to a certain extent the
previous deflnltlona In his stctenent concerning hobbles sayai
. .
-1*"^
defined as an occupation or Interest
which enlists both the Intellect and the enotlons, and Is pro¬
gressive In Its nature; \i^lle nt the sane time it is not the
It aay become financially
profitable, but this sort of gain (a not the Impelling motlvl.
to some cases, there Is no gain of any sort to be made, except
the Inworest or aiausonent of the Individual; but as the possible
choices ^e so wide, I wotild strongly advocate the adoption
of a hobby which Is likely to prove of value as adding to knowledge, creating beauty, or In some way rendering soclS service.
Such a hobby brings its rewards In the good fellowship with
others similarly engaged and the consciousness of having made
some contribution to the common good. "23
In the present study tiie definition of hobby which is used
Is as follows:

A hobby is something t^iat you like to do because

of the fun you have doing it.
to do In your

It is something that you like

sx^are tinis#

Suwmarr—-In the past decade of 1930-1940, a new
leisure has been forced upon the masses.

People who have worked

with adults and with children feel that the unrest which the
new leisure has brought about can be lessened If the pursuit
and development of hobbles is fostered In the schools.

These

'Jktiuthor, ^luth
^Collecting as a Hobby", The Volta Review.
(February 1939), pp. 102-11&-110.
23cockorell, T. D. A., "5k>2?© About Hobbles”, School Life,
XXIV, (June 1939), pp. 260-272.
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educators seem to be of the opinion that hobbles are Important
to the general welfare and social adjustment of the individual.
It is also believed by some that tlu-ousJi hobbles not only does

tlM> child find hlnself. but the teachers coL.e to know another
sxde of the child that is not ordinarily aiecovered In the
classrooiTi,

|

It is when the teacher knows moat about the child,

that she la in a better position to contribute most towards
the chlld*3 ocholaatic, social, and economic adjustment*
Studies have recently been made with special Groups to
ascertain the relative Importaiico of hobbles.
produced flattering results.

Two of the studies

Tlio third study, however, dis¬

closed that for the most part the interest in hobbies, although
prevalent amonG boys and g^^’Is ready tc leave school was
highly superficial.
As far as this wi'ltcr can determine no study has been made
with junior and senior high school pupils irrespective of special
groups or talents in order to determine the influence of hobbies
in the lives of these pupils.
to do.

This the present study purports

VBOCErmE IS ttixs sttot
\

.A'
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Chapter III
Procedure In This Study

It Is tl\e belier of aoise preeont day educators that
hobbles are an Important factor of adjustment In the lives
of junior and senior hl^^ school pupils*

(1) Purpose of this study—The specific alma of this
Investigation are as follows:
(a) To find irtiat percentage of the pupils In grades
seven to twelve Inclusive have hobbles
(b) To determine what hobbles the pupils have
(c) To discover the influence of the following:
(x) 'Rie hobbles of parents
(y) The hobbles of other members of their families
(d) To find to what degree hobbles contribute to ad¬
justment In school In regard to the followings
(x) School narks
(y) Citizenship (z) Participation in activities
(e) To determine to what degree the possession of
hobbles contributes to adjustment outside of school
In regard to the following:
(x) Chosen vocation
(y) Plans for the future
(2) Subjects-—Since It has been found that between the
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ages of twelve and thirteen an interest In hobbles begins and
since It has also been shown that after the age of sixteen this
Interest begins to lessen, this writer decided to study a fairly
large group of Junior and senior hl^ school pupils.
imately 900 pupils were approached for this study.

Approx¬
Of this

number 858 questionnaires were returned; 426 for the boys and
432 for the girls.

In order to secure a random sample the

Junior and senior high school pupils of four typical average
communities were selected:
Holllston.

Medway, Klllls, Medfleld, and

Although these schools are all small ones, this

writer feels that they represent a true cross-section of con¬
ditions In the average school and community.
(3) The Communities-Medway Is a town of about thirtythree h\mdred people.

It Is situated on the banks of the

Charles River about twenty-five miles southwest of Boston.
In this town there are many descendants of the early Americans
who came here in order to escape the Indian raids on the
villages of Medfleld and Dedham.

To their descendants have

come a goodly number of Irish, French, Italians, Poles, Bind Jews.
There flourished In Medway, between the years of 1900 and 1918,
a large hat manufacturing Industry which attracted a number of
people from Maine.

Since this Industry was seasonal, many

came only for the busy season; but gradually more and more
people settled In Medway with the result that the population
Includes those sturdy people known as "dovm-easters.”
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The occupations of the people living In Medway are as
varied as their nationalities.

Some are engaged In the Pabyan

Woolen Mill and the Stone Mill; others are employed In the
Medway Shoe Manufacturing Corporation and the Awl Shop, a
subsidiary of the United Shoe Machinery Corporation.

In ad¬

dition to many small dairy and poultry farms there Is In Med¬
way one of the largest truck farms In the vicinity of Boston.
Although the Industries of Medway employ many people, many
others commute to the nearby towns and to Boston to work In
factories, stores, offices, and personal enterprise.
The towns of Mlllls, Medfleld, and Holllston are similar
to Medway In almost every respect.

Mlllls situated about

three miles east of Medway, was at one time known as East Med¬
way.

Medfleld, situated about six miles east of Medway, has

the smallest school population of the four towns.

Since It Is

the nearest to Boston, Medfleld Is In many ways more a metro¬
politan suburb than the other towns.
the Insane Is In this town.

The state hospital for

Holllston, the neighboring town

of Medway on the north. Is the largest of the four communities.
Because these towns Include within their boundaries many
different races. Industries, and Interests, this writer
that they are typical of the average Massachusetts town.
(4) The schools—The schools Included In this survey are
small schools since the enrollment in any one school does not
exceed 325 pupils.

The schools are all oreanized on a six uhit
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basis Including the seventh through the twelfth grades.
The town of Minis has a consolidated school.

In 1933 a

large addition to the original Minis High School was built and
arrangements made to house all the grades from the first through
the twelfth.

The Millie school Is the only one of this group

that can boast of an auditorium and a gymnasium.
The Medfleld Junior and Senior High School Is a one story
modern brick building situated on the outskirts of the town.
The Junior and senior high schools In Holllston are
housed In adjacent buildings In the center of the town.

The

Junior high school building la a new two story brick building
and the senior high school Is a wooden structure which dates
back to the early part of the century.
. Since there are many more small high schools than large
ones In the country, and since this group represents four
distinct types of buildings In four typical communities, this
writer feels that they represent a true cross-section of the
average Junior sind senior high school pupil.
(5) The material—A questionnaire was prepared In order
to collect the necessary data.

The check-list method was used

as far as possible In the questionnaire.

The teachers and

principals completed the sections marked Citizenship and
School Marks.

The I. Q. for the pupils could be obtained only

from those In the Medway Schools.
will be found In Appendix II.

A copy of the questionnaire
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(6) aio.ceaure-The following general etepe were utilized
In the procedure!
(

(a) The questionnaires were drawn up by means of:
(x) Check lists of hobbles published In magaslnes
(y) An Interview with I.tr* George Clark who had
recently conducted a hobby show In Mlllls
(b) Nine hundred copies of the questionnaires were
run off on the duplicating machine
(c) Permission to present the questionnaires In the
schools was obtained from the following principals:
(w) Mr* James G« Anderson of Medway
(x) Mr* Clyde P. Brown of Mlllls
(y) Mr* Alton H* Hartford of Medfleld
(e) Mr* Fred W. Miller of Holliston
(d) Administration of ^the questionnaires:
(w) The questionnaires were given to the
principals
(x) Each principal allowed his pupils ten minutes
to check the questionnaires
(y) The home room teachers In the Junior high
schools checked Citizenship and School Marks
(z) The principals completed the sections la¬
belled Citizenship and School Marks for the
senior high school
(e) The questionnaires were collected from each
principal
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(f) Tabulation of returns from the questionnaires
(x) The questionnaires wore sorted Into two
groups for the girls and two groups for the boys;
the hobby group and the non-hobby group
(y) Each of the above groups were sorted by grades
(z) A score sheet for each of the final groups
was prepared
(g) Interpretation of the results In terms of pupil
adjustment to conditions In school and outside of
school
The results of the questionnaire responses are found in
the following chapters.

DESCRIPTION OF PUPILS IN THIS STUDY
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Chapter IV
Description Of Pupils In The Study
In order that the reader may get a better picture
of the resxx)nses from the questionnaires the results are
given In this and the three chapters Which follow.

This

chapter will be devoted to a discussion of what the pupils
In this study are like.
(1) Pupils selected for the survey—Punlla In the
junior and senior high schools were chosen for this survey
because It has been fo\md tliat It Is within those grade limits
that the Interest In hobbles Is at the maximum.

The pupils

from the schools of iledway, Hedflcld, Mlllls, and Holllaton
were selected.

A classification of the number of pupils from

each school is found In Table I.

Table I
Showing tlie Number of Questionnaires Returned Prom Each School

School

Number of Boys

Number of Girls

Total

Medway

150

157

307

mills

64

73

137

Medfleld

86

07

172

127

115

242

Holllston
Totals

Total number of questionnaires sent out
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The figures ere slgnlflosnt because they show an adequate
sampling from each school,
of ages-—»31nce the Interest In hobbles
Is thought to begin when the pupil Is about twelve and to wane
at the approximate age of sixteen. It Is Interesting to know
what the chronological ages were of the jniplls chosen for this
study.

These ages of the pupils are found In Table II,

These figures show the distribution of the pupils by ages
and grades.

The ages of the boys range from twelve to twenty

years, while those of the girls range from eleven to nineteen
years.

The mean for the boys Is 14,9 years and the mean for

the girls Is 14,8 years,
(3) Classification of pupils by grades--For some phases
r

of the study It Is necessary to know how many pupils are re¬
presented In each grade.

This grouping may be seen In Table II

but to show It more clearly Table III Is presented below.
Prom Table III It can be seen that the greatest number of
pupils are In the seventh grade and the smallest number of girls
are found In grade twelve.

The total number of boys who re¬

sponded to the questionnaires was six less than the total
number of girls,
(4) Hobbles versus non»hobbies—It is slgnlflcsint to note
for this study the number of pupils In each grade who have
hobbles.

These hobbles, especially those that are concerned
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Table II
Showing the Distribution of Ages of the Pupils In this
Study

Grades
Ages
11

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

Totals

Boys
Girls

1

12

Boys
Girls

37
44

2

1

13

Boys
Girls

38
26

36
31

1

14

Boys
Girls

14
7

31
42

25
43

2
1

15

Boys
Girls

5
1

14
1

37
37

28
42

1

84
82

3
3

14
7

27
26

19
34

63
70

1

2
2

13
3

20
26

21
30

56
62

1

3
1

24
19

29
20

16

Boys
Girls

17

Boys
Girls

1

1

40
44
74
58
1

73
93

18

Boys
Girls

19

Boys
Girls

1

4
2

5
2

20

Boys
uiris

1

1

2

rm

im

-m

Totals

T73

I43
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Table III
Showing the Number of Boys and Qlrls In Oradea Seven
through Twelve

Grade

Number of Boys

Number of Girls

Totals

7

94

79

173

8

87

78

165

9

79

90

169

10

71

72

143

11

45

62

107

50

51
432

101
"""856

12
Totals

with collecting, have probably received their chief Impetus from
sources outside of school.

A few hobbles such as some sports,

handwork, and reading may have been fostered In school or
through some other organization.

The classification of the

boys and girls In the hobby and non-hobby groups by grades Is
found In Table IV.
It can be readily seen that many more pupils have hobbles
than have not.

Among the boys In the hobby group the seventh

grade leads by having the greatest number In that group.
eighth and ninth grades are tied for second.

The

The eleventh

grade has the least number of boys In the hobby group.

Among

the girls, grade nine has the greatest number of girls Interested
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Table IV
Showing the Huznber of Pupils in the Hobby and Non-Hobby
Groups Classified by Grades

Boys
Grade

Hobby

Girls
Non-Hobby

Hobby

Non-Hobby

7

79

15

61

18

8

65

22

63

15

9

65

14

67

23

10

54

17

58

14

11

30

15

53

9

43

7

49
35T

2

12
Totals

In hobbles while grade twelve has the smallest number in the
hobby group*
The per cent of boys and girls who have hobbles is found
classified by grades in Table V*
These figures show that the Interest in hobbies does not
decrease as the pupil approaches the twelfth grade.

Althoiigh

the per cent of senior girls who are interested in hobbles is
ten greater than the senior boys in the same group, the seniors
In both Instances head the list.

The Junior boys and the

freshman girls were the lowest in their respective groups.

The

Table V
Showing the Per Cent of Boys and Girls In Each Grade Who
Have Hobbles
Grade

Boys

Girls

7

84^

11%

8

755^

6\%

9

1^%

10

QQ%

11
12
Totals

66%

Q6%

66%
*78,9^

.^

96%
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per cent of all the pupils who have hobbles Is found In Table
VI.
The figures In this table Indicate that the seniors are
more Interested In hobbles than the members of any other class.
Since eighty per cent of the student body have leisure time
activitiesy there Is a definite Interest In hobbles.

However,

twenty per cent or one fifth of all the students have no
leisure time activities In which they are Interested.
(5) Summary—-^Approximately nine hundred pupils In the
Junior and senior high schools of Medway, Mlllls, Mwdfleld anc
Holllston were approached for this study.

Through the cooper¬

ation of the principals It was possible to obtain responses
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Table VI
Showing the Kunber and Per Cent of Puplla m Each Claas Vfho
Have Hobbles

Grade

Pupils

Hobby Group

Per Cent

7

173

140

805^

8

165

128

77^'

169

132

10

143

112

79%

11

107

83

77%

92

9\%

9

.

12
Totals

101

W7

from 858 pupils.
Medway.

«

w

Of this number of responses, 307, were from

Holllston was second with 242.

with 172, and Mlllls was fourth with 137.

Medfleld was thlr<^
Since there Is an

adequate representation from each school, and since the total
number of responses Is well over 800, this writer feels that
any conclusions made from this study will be significant.
The ages of the pupils range from 12 years to 20 years
for the boys; the girls were slightly younger with a range of
11 years to 19 years.

The mean for the boys Is 14.9 years

and the mean for the girls Is 14.8.
Although there were 72 more pupils In the seventh grade
than In the twelfth grade, there was an adequate number from
each grade.
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Of the 858 pupils who were questioned for this study, 336
boys and 351 girls were found to have leisure time activities.
When these numbers were Interpreted In terms of per cent, 78.
of the boys and 81.2^ of the girls had hobbles.

It was also

found that 80^ of the entire group were Interested In hobbles.
Although the seniors constituted the smallest group, they lead
with 91;^ of their members Interested In hobbles.

The seventh

grade was second with 80^, the tenth grade was third with 795^,
the ninth grade was fourth with 78^, the eighth and eleventh
grades were last with 11%,

About one fifth, or 20%, of this

group of pupils have no leisure time activities.

HOBBIES OP THESE PUPILS

a-*
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Chapter V
Hobbles of Tiieae Pupils
How that we laiow a large per cent of the pupils have
hobbles perhaps the next ]^ase of this study should deal with
their present hobbles*

Ttils chapter will be devoted to a

discussion of the hobbles of these pupils, hobbles In which
they have been interested, and also those hobbles In which they
Might be Interested If an opportimlty were offered.
(1) Present hobbles—The pupils were asked to state their
hobbles» if any*

In

802:se

three or four hobbles*

cases the pupils listed as sumy as

T^ila writer has proceeded on the asaunp-

tlon that the hobby listed first was the one In which the pupil
was most Interested*

These hobbles were classified under the

following group headings:

collecting, sports, and r.lscelloneoua*

The nusbor of pupils In each grade idio arc Interested in hobbles
Is found in Table VII*
These figures show that the greatest Interest of the group
Is In collecting as a hobby wSille sports are the least attrac¬
tive to this group*

The greatest nuraber of pupils who are In¬

terested in collecting as a hobby la In the eighth grade; the
eleventh grade la third with a difference of 54 pupils.

The

greatoet nunbor of pupils interested In sports as a hobby Is
In tl.e ninth grade | the least Interest Is In grade eight with a
difference of 22 pupils.

For Blecollaneous hobbles grade nine
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Tablo VII
Showing th« Thimbor of Pupllo In Each Grade aho are Intoreeted
in Collecting, Sports and Uiacelliineoua Hobbles

Grade

Collect Inic

Sports

VH

63

18

39

140

VIII

90

6

32

128

IX

57

28

47

132

X

44

24

44

112

XI

23

17

43

83

XII
Totals

29

20

■233

35^

m

Miscellaneous

43

Totals

72

WT

Is first and grade el^4t Is thlx*d with a difference of 15 pupils.
It la Interesting to note If there Is any groat difference
between the number of boys and the number of girls In each grade
who are Interested In collecting, sports, and nlscellaneoiis
hobbles*

The distribution of hobbles, between the boys and

girls of each grade la shown In Table VIII.
The difference In the number of boys and girls who are In¬
terested in these groups Is greatest in the first group.

There

are 30 more girls than boys Intoi^sted In collecting, 19 awre
boys than girls Interested In sports, and In the field of mis¬
cellaneous activities the nmnber of girls Is four greater than
the number of boys.

A careful study of the table reveals that
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Table YIII
Shoving the

of Soya ond Oirla In Bach Qz*&do Interoatad

In Collactlns, Sports and lllacallaneona Itobblea

Collect Izu^

Sports

TIiscellaneous

Grades

Bovs

Girls

Boys

Girls

Bovs

Girls

• VII

46

37

12

6

21

10

VITI

47

43

3

3

15

17

IX

20-

37

19

9

26

21

X

18

26

16

8

20

24

XI

7

16

6

11

17

26

10

19

10

10

23

20

^

XII
Totals

vm

17

thoro la no great difference between the Interests of the boys
end glrla In any grade#

However, th»e greatest difference can be

found In grade el^t where there are 17 nore girls than boys
Interested In collecting#
The figures found In Tables VTI and VIII ai*e laore meaning¬
ful i*ien they are translated Into per cent#

The per cent of

pupils In each grade who have collecting, sxjorts, or oth*er ac¬
tivities as hobbies la fotmd in Table IX#
The following facts are revealed In Table IX t
(a) The interest In collecting os a hobby Is greatest
In the seventh and el^*th grades, but gradually lessens
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Tablo IX

Showing tho Per Cent of 2ec!i Claas Intereated In Collecting,
Sporta, and Tllacellaneone Actlvltlea

Grade

Collecting

8ix>rts

TIiscellana

VTI

50!«

13^

28^

VIII

70^

5^

25^

n

ai

X

C

39^

XI
XU
Totals

22g,

59%

20%

52^

31^

47g
35/^

in each of the aucceeding gradea*
(b) ^e interest in sports is low in the seventh and
eighth grades, but It is fairly constant in tho other
gradea*
(c) The Interest in other actlvltlea is low in the
seventh and eighth grades and increases gradually in
each of the succeeding upper grades with the excep¬
tion of the eleventh grade which leads In Interest.
The per cent of boys and girls in each grad© who have
collecting, sports, or ciiscollaneous hobbles is found In Table

X

Table X
Showing the Per Cent of Boys and Olrls Intoreated in Collecting,
Sports, and Mlecellaneoiui Hobbles

Collect Inft
. Olrls

Sports
Boys

?'l3Collaneous

Olrls

Boys

Olrls

Or&dc

Boys

VII

50^

60$

15$

lol

27l

3Ql

VIII

71^

68$

4$

5$

24$

Zt$

IX

31^

ssl

291

14$

40$

31$

X

3^

45!$

50$

14l

37$

41$

XI

23$

30J5

20l

31$

671

42$

20$

54$

4ll

XII
Totals

231
Tii:

Tsfr

This table reveals the fact tliat 6 per cent more girls
boys npo Intorsstsd In oolleotlng, sharans 6 par cant noro
boys than girls sra Interastad In sports.

Tha Intarast of both

the hoys and girls In alscellanaous hobbles Is tha sane.
(2)

nation of hobbles—^The reader Is probably

sonderlng Just idiat are the various hobbles In shlch the pupils
are Interested.

In tabulating these hobbles the writer has

Included all the hobbles indicated by the pupils on the ques¬
tionnaires.

Since each list proved to be of sucli length, this

writer has decided to list only ttie ten noat popular hobbles In
each Hat.

The ten nost popular collecting hobbles of the boys
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•nd girl* Is shown In Table XI,

Table XI
Showing the Ten Most Popular Collecting Hobbles of the Pupils
t
Boys

Olrla

1*

StsEips

1*

Movie stars * pictures

2*

Coins

2*

Stamps

3*

Match covers

3*

Souvenirs

4

Post cards

4

Post cards

5*

Movie stars* pictures

5.

Shells

6*

Pins

6*

Miniatures

7*

Autograplui

7,

Pictures

8*

Baseball cords

6*

Photographs

9*

Baseball pictures

9*

Hatch covers

*

10*

.

Pictures

10.

Autographs

The three xaost popular ^lobbies for the boys In this list
ore collecting stasips^ coins, and xsatch covers; the three tsost
popular ones for the girls are movie stars, pictures, stamps,
and i)oet cards*

The ten most popular sports for the boys and

girls la shown in Table XII*
The three

3x>st

popular hobbles In the field of sports are

fishing, baseball, and general sports; for the girls the three
moat popular hobbles are swlrsalng, dancing, and bicycling*

The

ten noet popular miscellaneous hobbles of the boys and girls
are shown In Table XIII*
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Table XII
Showing the Ten Uost Popular Sports for the Boys and Oirla

Boys

Olrls

1.

Pishing

1.

Swizsalng

2m

Baseball

2.

Dancing

3.

Sports

3.

Bicycling

4.

Swlaailng

4.

Skating

5.

Football

5.

Tennis

6*

Boating

6.

Horseback Riding

?•

l^rseback Riding

7.

Roller Skating

Q.

Tennis

8.

Sports

9.

Basketball

9.

Basketball

L

10.

Softball

10.

Bowling

In this list of alscellaReous hobbles It la shown that the
boys are sjost Interested In laodol airplanes, photography, reading,
and Biuslc; the girls sliow the greatest interest In reading, sewing,
and

(Srwrtne.

A coB«>leto list of all «io hobbles In ^Ich these

p\^ll8 spo Interested le found In Appendix III.
(3) Ofjhiii. Interest in hobblea-~In the second part of the
questionnaires s check Hat of 122 hobbles was cooplled fron
llsta of hobbles found In educational raafiaslnes.

The pupil#

wre asked to check once the hobbles In -hlch they had at sone
tlae In the past showi Interest and also to check twice those
hobbles in i*lch they thou^t they sd^t be Interested If an
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Table XIII
Showing th« Ten Moat Popular JUacellaneoua nobblea of tlia
Boys and Olrla

-Bo*__
1.

Olrla

Model airplanes

1.

Reading

Photograjdiy

2.

Sewing

5.

Music

3.

Drawing

4.

Reading

4.

Photogra];^y

5.

Gardening

5.

Gardening

6

lEodel railroads

6.

Crocheting

7.
c

Po\iltry

7.

aabroldory

b.

Drawing

8.

2!usic

9.

Art

9.

Writing

10.

Cooking

.

o
H

TToodcraft

opi>ortunlty were offered.

In addition, the pupils were asked

to add their own Intereats to this list.

The pupils were not

in the least hesitant about checking the hobbles on the list
or in adding their own.

The result shows that there ere elr»st

as many different hobbles as there are pupils and their Interests
as varied as their personaSince the length of the list
prohibits it being presented in full, only those hobbles idilch
supplesent tlie ones found in Api)endlx III ax^ listed in Appendix IV.
(4) 3urTr«piry«***The greatest interest of these pupils Is in
collecting as a hobby while sports are the least popular.

The

interest in collecting Is greatest in the junior high school

and deer®oaea In eeeh of t}:e high school gradoo; the Interest
in sports roaalns about the aae» throughout the six grades; and

I

I

the Interest In zalscellaneous hobbles is greater In the senior
than In tli© Junior high school.

About 47 per cent of the Interest

of these puplla la in collecting, 36 per cent In nlscelloneous
bobbles, and 17 per cent In spirts.

The Intereat of the boys la

along the line of sports, but the girls are wore Interested In
collecting and other activities.

The difference In the Interest

of the boys snd girls la 7 per cent nore for the girls In collect¬
ing, 7 per cent tsore for the boys in sports, but there Is no
difference In their Interest In miscellaneous hobbles.

The nost

popular collecting hobbles fop the boys are staaps, coins, ezul
msitch covers; for the girls the saost popular ore csovle stars* pic¬

tures, stamps, and souvenirs head the list.

The boys like to fish

play baseball, and sports in general; but the girls like to swln,
dance, and ride their bicycles.

As far as the xslaoellaneous hob¬

bles are concerned the boys are isoat interested in oodel air¬
planes, photograpiiy, and isusic; the girls ai*e most interested
in reading, eewing, and drawing.

The boys and girls in this

study have indicated a vide and varied intez*est In leisure
tiz» activities*

FAMILY INFLUENCE

*

j
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Chapter VI

™

Family Influence

_

The reader may be interested to know >iow great a ijart
family Influence and environment play In the pupils Interest
in hobbles*

This chapter will be devoted to a study of the

Influence of parents and other members of the family on these
pupils as well as the number of children In the family and the
c

fathers* occupations*
r (i) Hobbles of parents-For the phase of the study that

deals with the Influence of the parents* hobbles on those of
the children^ a comparison is made between the boys* and girls*
hobby and non-hobby groups.

The percentage of pupils of the

different groups whose parents have hobbles Is shown In Table XIV.

Table XIV
Showing the Per Cent of Pupils of Various Categories Whose
Parents Have Hobbles

Boys

Girls
Kon-Hbbby

Hobby

Kon-Hobby

Grade

Hobby

VII

35^

13^

46^

44^

VIII

26%

5%

40^

13^

IX

3Q%

15%

40^

4%

X

20%

e%

56%

XI

ZO%

3^

58%

XII
Average

60%

35t

•

65%

55%
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It can be readily seen fron thla table that If the parent*
have hobble*, the children are likely to have them al*o.

In

the boy*« hobby group 36 per cent of the parent* have hobble*,
but In the boya» non-hobby group only 12 per cent of the parent*
have hobbles*
two group*.

There 1* a difference of 23 per cent between the
In the girl** hobby group 47 per cent of the par¬

ents, end In the girls* non-hobby group 19 per cent of the par¬
ents have hobbles.
28 per cent.

The difference between the two groups 1*

Although 80 per cent of the pupil* have hobble*

only 36 per cent of the parents have hobbles.
(2) The Influence of other fanlly laenbers—The same
procedure that was used for the study of parental Influence
Is followed for the study of the Influence of hobble* of other
nenbers of the family on these pupils.

For the most part these

other member* of the family were Indicated as brothers or sla¬
ters, altho\2gh In some Instances an aunt, imcle, grandparents,
or cousins were Included by the pupils.

The percentage of pupils

of various categories idiose relatives have hobbles Is shown In
Table XV.
This table shows that the hobbles of the relatives have
a decided effect on the hobbles of these pupils.

In the boys*

group 44 per cent and In the boys* non-hobby group 27 per
cent of the relatives have hobbles.

The difference Is more

pronounced between the two groups of girls.

In the girls*

hobby group 56 per cent of the relatives have hobbles as
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Table XV
Showing tho Percentage of Puplle of the Various Oroupe TIhose
Relatives Have Hobbles

•

Boys

Girls

Grade

Hobby

VII

56%

40^

49^

39^

VIII

26%

43;^

6C^

275^

21^

54^

22^

Hon-nobby

EC

Hobbv

Non—Hobb-v

X

517%

1Q%

CO

XI

56%

20%

6i%

44%

56%

51%

65%

50%

XII
Average

compared with 27 per cent In the non-hobby group*

7%

It
It was also

found that 46 per cent of the relatives have hobbles, ehlch Is
10 per cent more than the parents but still far below the percent¬
age of pupils who have hobbles*

At this point It might well be

asked what are the hobbles in which the psirents and other mem»
bers of the family are Interested. The three leading hobbles In
collecting, 8i>ort8,, and miscellaneous activities Is shown In Table
XVI.
It Is Interesting to note that the hobbles in which the
parents and relatives are interested are almost Identical with
those of the pupils.

Collecting stamps and coins ranked first
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Table XVI
Showing the Throe IIo«t Popular Hobhtea of the Poront. and Ralatlves In the Flelda of Colleetlng, Sporta, and Klacellaneoua
Activities

Rank

Collecting

First

Sports

Stamps

Second
Third

liiscellsneous

Fishing

Coins
Kovle stars* pictures

Gardening

Baseball

Sowing

Hunting

Reading

r

and second on the boys* list while collecting movie stars .pic¬
tures load the girls* list.

Pishing, and baseball were first

and second on the boys* list as well as on the parents* and
relatives*

Reading and sewing were the first and second choices

of the girls In miscellaneous activities.

There is a direct

relationship therefore between the hobbles of tlie pupils and
their parents or relatives*
(3) Number of children In the fanily™Does the number
of children In a family effect the participation of a boy or
girl In hobbles?

Ih order to answer this question adequately,

a comparison Is made of the range and average number of child¬
ren per family In the girls* and boys* hobby and non-hobby groups*
Tlie distribution of the number of children per family and the
mean for each group Is shown In Tabic XVII*
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Table XVII
Showln£ the TJunber of Clilldren per Panlly
and the Average
lluriber per Panlly

number of

Hobby Group

Children

Boys

13

2

12

3

Ron-nobby Group

Girls

Totals

Boys

Girls

Totals

2

11

2

5

1

1

k

10

1

3

4

1

9

3

8

11

4

2

,6

8

9

13

22

5

7

. 12

7

10

17

25

O

40

6

8

6

26

21

47

5

7

12

5

37

49

86

14

13

27

4

52

G7

119

17

12

29

3

71

65

136

17

13

30

2

75

71

146

16

12

20 ■

1
Kus^r of^
pupils

39

34

73

9

9

10

336

351

607

90

81

171

3.9

3.0

4.0

4.2

4.1

Mean

■

3*7

■

1

There are several Interostlnc facta to be obtained fron
this table*
A..
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(a) The greatest nunber of children found In one femlly
la 13 for the hobby (proup and 10 In the non-hobby group.
(b) The average number of children per family la .2
greater for the girls than boys In both the hobby and
iK>n-l^iObby groups.
(c) The average number of children per family Is .3
greater for the boys and girls In the non—liobby groups
than In tlie hobby groups*
(d) The average number of children per family In the
r

hobby group la .3 leas than in the non—hobby group.
(e) The difference between the two groups la so slight
that It would appear to be negligible.

(4) The occupation of the fatlier—-In order to determine
whether the father’s occuijatlon affects the child’s Interest In
hobbles, cocQjarlaona are made between the hobby and non-hobby
groups.

For convenience, the following key letters are used

for headings:
"A** Includes all professional occupations
•B” Includes semi-professional occupations and manager¬
ial work.
**6" Includes factory and skilled workers
*D** Includes laborers and unskilled workers
"K" Includes those vftio arc unemployed, retired, deceased,
or whose occupation was not stated.
A distribution of the occupations of the fathers of the
various groups Is shown In Table XVIII.
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Table XVIIT
Showing the Percentage of Parents of the Pupils In the Varlou.
Groups Classified According to the Occupations of Their Pothers

A study of Table XI reveals the following:
(a) In all the groups the factory and skilled workers
liav© the greater representation,
(b) In the boys* hobby group 25 per cent of the fathers
are engaged In professional or ztianagerlal work, but
In the boys* non-hobby group only 9 per cent are so
employed.

Almost as groat a difference existed between

tlie girls* groups since 22 per cent of the parents
In the girls* hobby group and 13 per cent In the girls*
non-liobby group ai*e employed In professional or man¬
agerial work*
(c) There is practically no difference between the per¬
centages of fathers in any of the groups who are la¬
borers or unskilled workers.
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(d) It 1b also Interesting to note that for the boys'
hobby group, the girls' hobby group and the girls'
non-hobby group the nunber of fathers' eho ore not
actually employed la exactly the same, 18 per cent
for each group.

However, In the boys' non-hobby group

tha percentages of the fathers not actually employed
is 22 per cent.
(©) This would, seem to Indicate that the pupils of the
pa2*Gnt8 In the profeaalonal and managerial gz*oups are
L

influenced more by the hobbles of tholr parents than
are the other pupils*
(5) Sunsrtary—-Tills study reveals that the parents have
fewer hobbles than the pupils*

In the boys* hobby group 35

per cent of the parents have liobbles while only 12 per cent In
the boys non-hobby group have hobbies*

Almost the sane situation

exists for the girls since 47 per cent of the parents In that
group have hobbies as compared with 17 per cent In the non-hobby
group*

These facts seen to indicate that if the parents liave

hobbles, the children are more apt to have hobbles*
In the study of the effect of relative’s hobbles on the
pupils, practically the same results were obtained.

Tlie per cent

of relatives who had hobbles In the boys* hobby group was 44
per cent ns compared with 27 x>er cent In the boys* non-hobby
group.

As far as the girls wore concerned 56 per cent of the

relatives for tlio girls* hobby group In contrast to 27 per cent
in the girls* non-hobby group had liobbies.

It woTild seen to In¬

dicate that the hobbles of relatives had more Influence on the
hobbles of these pupils than did the hobbles of the parents.
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Altliou£h tlie parents and relatives of these pupils have
a wide Interest In hobbles, they are laost Interested In collect¬
ing stamps, fishing, and gardening.

It la Interesting to note

that the hobbles of the parents are almost Identical with those
of the children.
The nuriber of children per faislly does not appear to affect
the possession of hobbles.

However, the average number of child¬

ren per family Is sllglitly higher for the non-hobby group.
The type of occupation In which the father la engaged does
'C

affect the pupils Interest In hobbles.

In the boys’ hobby group

23 per cent of the fathers are engaged In professional or mana¬
gerial work as compare cl with 0 per cent In the boys* non-hobby
group.

In the girls’ group 22 x^er cent of the parents In the

hobby group and 13 per cent In the non-hobby group are employed
In professional or managerial work.

The fact that tlie father

Is not actively employed does affect the boys* Interest In
hobbles since 12 per cent of the fathers In the boys’ hobby
group but 22 per cent In tlie boys’ non-hobby group are not
actively employed.

The percentages of fathers not. actively

employed Is 12 per cent for the girls’ hobby and non-hobby

groups .

ADJUSTlffiNT OP PUPILS
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Chapter VII
f

Adjustment of Pupils
Are the pupils who have hobbles better adjusted to school
and social conditions than those pupils who do not have hobbles?
In this chapter an attempt will be made to answer this question
by comparing the scholastic achievement, citizenship, participation
in extra-curricular activities, plans for future education, and
chosen vocations of the hobby and non—hobby groups*
(^) ^Qb.Qlaatlc achievement———The scholastic achievement was
Indicated on the questionnaire by the home room teachers In the
Junior high school and by the principals in the hl^ school In
terms of “A”, "B", ”C", "D”, and ’'F”.

The ranks of the pupils

in terms of per cent for each grade Is shown in Table XIX.

Table XIX
Showing the Scholastic Achievement of the Various Groups
Boys
Rank

Hobby

Non-IIobby

Hobby

Non-Hobby

16%

125b

175^

46%

28%

465b

64.%

385^

46%

165^

V7%

5%

14%

1%

1%

A

6^

B

30^

C
D
P

Girls
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These percentages show that 5 per cent more of the boys In
the hobby group than In the non-hobby group and 1 per cent more
of the girls In the hobby group than In the non-hobby group do
excellent work.

The difference was very much greater for those

who did good work since 13 per cent more In the boys* hobby group
and 15 per cent more for the girls* hobby group received an average
mark of "B”.

The percentages for the boys* non-hobby group who

did average work was 18 per cent greater than for the boys* hobby
group.

There was also 8 per cent more pupils in the girls* non¬

hobby than In the girls* hobby group who did average work.

There

Is apparently no noticeable difference between the boys of the
hobby and non-hobby groups who do poor or failing work since 18
per cent In each group are not academically adjusted.

Only 6

per cent In the hobby group, but 14 per cent in the girls* non¬
hobby group do poor or unsatisfactory work.

It can be said with

a considerable degree of certainty that the pupils wiio have hobbles
do better work In school than do those pupils who do not have
hobbles•
(2) Citizenship—-The home room teachers in the junior high
school and the principals in the senior high schools were asked
to check the citizenship of each pupil in terms of good, fair,
or poor.

The citizenship rating of the various groups Is shown

In Table XX.
This table Indicates that 4 per cent more of the boys in
the hobby group than In the non-hobby group were good cltlzesn;

4 per cent less in the boys* hobby group than in the non-hobby
group were fair citizens; and percentage of poor students In
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Table XX
Showlnc the Citizenship Ranks of All the Pupils

Boys

Clrls

Good

67^

84^

91jg

Pair

2n%

13^

8%

Poor

6^

3^

both was exactly the same.

The results were quite different for tl®

girls since 7 per cent less in the girls* hobby group than In the
girls* non-hobby group were good citizens; 5 per cent more girls
In the hobby group were fair citizens; and 2 per cent more In the
girls* hobby group were poor citizens.

These results tend to show

that the boys who had hobbles were better citizens than those who
did not have hobbles*

The results for the girls show that those

who did not have hobbles were better citizens.

This reverse

situation Is probably duo to the Inaccuracy of the rating.
(3) Extra-curricular activities-A list of extra-curricular
activities which Included organized sports, school clubs, scouts,
and 4-H clubs were listed on the questionnaires.

The pupils were

asked to check any of the activities in which they had taken an
active part.

In tabulating the results a comparison Is made be¬

tween the hobby and non-hobby groups of the boys and girls.
results of this tabulation Is shown In Table XXI.

The
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This table reveals that the boys In both groups are more
Interested In extra-curricular activities than the girls.

There

Is In general more participation In extra-curricular activities
by the pupils of the hobby group than by those In the non-hobby
group.

Table XXI
Showing Pupils* Participations In Extra-Curricular Activities

Hobby Group
Number of
Activities

Boys

11

Girls

2

Non-Hobby Group

*

Totals

Boys

Girls

Totals

2

10

3

9

5

2

7

8

4

7

11

7

12

7 .

6

19

5

1

3

1
1

1

2

1

3

19

3

1

4

10

29

5

1

6

33

30

63

8

2

,10

4

55

40

95

4

5

9

3

53

52

105

11

8

19

2 *

56

74

130

17

. 19

36

1

62

76

128

17

21

38

0

44 .

51
3^
•
2

- 95

22

22

44

2.4

1.9

Totals
' '3

2.9^

•

.

further education-The pupils were asked
to indicate on the questionnaire, by moans of a check list,
their plans in regard to further education.

The percentage

of pupils who have plans for further education is shown in
Table XXII.

.Table XXII
Showing the Percentage of Pupils V?ho Have Plans
for Further
Education

Boys
Grade

'

Hobby

Girls
Non-Hobby

Hobby

Non-Hobby

VII

76^

A:l%

79^

16%

VIII ‘

65^

50^

61%

66%

69%

60%

. 05^

io%

16%.

595^

m.%

66%

16%

60^

61%

16%

81^

45^

IX
X
XI
XII
Average

60%
75%

This table shows that In comparing the boys* hobby and
non-hobby group that In every grade the percentage of boys
in the hobby group who planned to continue their education
was far greater than the percentage of boys In the non-hobby
group.

The average for the two groups was 73 per cent for

the hobby group and 52 per cent for the non-hobby group, a
difference of 21 per cent.

The results for the girls were

alnllar because In every grade with the exception of grade

IB greater for the hobby group than for the non-hobby group.
The average was 79 per cent for the girls' hobby group and
70 per cent for the girls' non-hobby group, a difference of
9 per cent.

IKhether the Interest In hobbles Is the reason

why many more In the hobby group plan to continue their ed¬
ucation has not been definitely established, however, this
table does show that those \rtio have leisure time activities
are those who also desire further education,
vocation-The pupils were asked to indicate
what vocation they would like to follow when their attendance
at school was completed.

In tabulating the results of this

question a comparison Is made between the boys and girls of
each group who have definite ideas about their vocations,
A comparison of the boys and girls In each group Is shown In
Table XXIII.

Table :aill
Showing the Percentage of Pupils Who Have Chosen Their Vocations

Boys

--

Girls
Non-Hobby

Hobby

Non-Hobby

Grade

Hobby

VII

85^

67^

VIII

55^

55^

DC

65^

645^

81%

14%

X

69/0

53^

19%

85^

XI

1Z>%

94%

61%

XII
Average

.

■ ^
71^

84^
60^

82%
82%

1Z%
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The results of this study concerning the pupil,
have a fair Idea of ehat they would like to do for their
life., work is very «,uch the sa»e as for the previous study
about their plans for further education.

The percentages of

hoys In the hobby group who had chosen their vocation was
equal to or greater than the percentage of boys In the non¬
hobby group in every grade.

The averages for the two group,

show 10 per cent more In boys - hobby group than In the boys •
non-hobby group had chosen their vocations.

A comparison of the

girls' groups show that In every grade except grade ten the
percentage of those who had decided on their vocation was
greater for the hobby than the non-hobby group.

The averages

for the two groups showed a difference of 9 per cent In favor
of the girls* hobby group.

The results of this table seem

to Indicate that in general more pupils who have hobbles have
also chosen their vocations that those who do not have hobbles.
(6) Sunnary-An attempt has been made In this chapter
to determine to what extent the possession of hobbies influences
the pupils in the following respects;

scholastic achievement,

good citizenship, participation in extra-curricular activities,
plans for further education, and choice of a vocation.

In

order to determine whether the pupils In the hobby group or
those In the non-hobby group showed better adjustment a com¬
parison was made between the boys of each group and between
the girls of each group.
The results of the study on scholastic achievement show
that in general both the boys and the girls in the hobby groups
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received much better ranks than did the pupils In the non¬
hobby.

The percentages Indicate that 5 per cent more boys

In the hobby group than In the non-hobby group and 1 per cent
more of the girls In the hobby group did excellent work.

The

difference was very much greater for those who did good work

■

since 13 per cent more In the boys* hobby group and 15 per

^

cent more In the girls* non-hobby group did good work.

It

can be said that the pupils who have hobbles do better work
In school than do those pupils who do not have hobbles.
In comparing the citizenship ranks of the boys In both
groups. It was found that 94 per cent of the boys In each
group were considered good or fair citizens.

In comparing

the girls of both groups It was found that 97 per cent of
the girls in the hobby group and 99 per cent In the non-hobby
group were good or fEilr citizens.

Seemingly, therefore, there

Is no indication that the possession of a hobby tends toward
better citizenship.
The average number of extra-curricular activities for the
boys In the hobby group was 3 and for the boys In the non-hobby
group was 2.4.

The average number of extra-curricular activities

for the girls In the hobby group was 2 and It was 1.9 for the
%

girls in the non-hobby group.

The average number of extra¬

curricular activities for all the pupils in the hobby group
was 2.9 and In the non-hobby group it was 2.2.

It would seem

that the pupils In the hobby group show a greater interest in
extra-curricular activities than do the pupils In the non¬
hobby group.
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In the boys» hobby group 73 per cent planned to continue
their education after high school, but In the boys* non-hobby
group only 52 per cent planned to continue their education.
In the girls* hobby group 79 per cent had plans for further
education as compared with 70 per cent In the girls* non- ’
hobby group.

The pupils who have hobbles are also the ones

who are more likely to continue their education*
It Is an Interesting fact that almost the same results
were obtained concerning the vocations of the pupils.

A com¬

parison of the boys* groups show that 71 per cent In the hobby
group and 61 per cent In the non-hobby group have some idea
of what they would like to do for their llfe*s work.

A com¬

parison of the girls* groups show that 82 per cent In the
hobby group and 73 per cent in the non-hobby group'have de¬
cided on their vocations.

It should be encouraging for the

guidance people to know that a higher percentage of pupils
who have hobbles also have some Idea of their vocations.
All the results In this chapter show that In general
the pupils Iri the hobby group show a better adjustment to
conditions In school and outside of school than the pupils
In the non-hobby group*

[

!

i

I
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CImpter VIIT
Conclusions Regarding the Influence of Hobbles
It la desirable to examine carefully the data obtained from
the questionnaire through which an attempt was made to determine
the influence of hobbles In the lives of Junior and senior high
school pupils.

Since the questionnaire was given to such a large

number of pupils In the Junior and senior high schools of Yedway,
Minis, Hedfleld, and Holllston, this writer feels that the con¬
clusions obtained from this study are significant.
I^^_gAtent of hobbles-—It was found that the existence
of hobbles among t'nese pupils was widespread.

Approximately

00 per cent of these pupils indicated are Interested at present
In some hobby.

Since there was no attempt on the part of the

writer to detenalne how deep-rooted this present Interest In
hobbles may be. It is possible that much of this Interest may
be superficial and a passing fancy.

However, It Is safe to say

that a widespread Interest in hobbles does exist.
(2) Interest in special groups of hobbles—-The results of
the questionnaire show that the greatest Interest of the pupils
Is In collecting as a hobby, miscellaneous hobbles rank second,
and sports are third.

The girls showed a 7 per cent more interest

In collecting than did the boys.

However, the reverse situation

occurred In the field of sports because the boys showed a 7 per
cent more Interest than the girls.

The interest of the boys and

girls In nlscellaneous hobbies was the some.

Xntereat In special hobbies-The pupils In this study
seemed to collect almost anything that It la possible to collect.
Ihe boys liked to collect stamps^ coins, and natch covers; the
girls showed a preference for movie stars* pictures, stamps, and
souvenirs.

In the field of sports the boys like to fish, play

baseball, and sports in general; the girls like to swim, dance,
and ride their bicycles. ,0n the list of miscellaneous hobbles,
i^del airplanes, photography, and music are the boys* preference;
the girls like reading, sewing, and drawing.

These statements

give a very Halted picture of the hobbles these pupils have be¬
cause their Interests are as varied as the Individuals.
(4) Influence of parents-—It was found that the Interest
of the parents In hobbles Is very much less than the Interest of
their children since only S6 per cent of the parents have hobbles.
In comparing the parents of the pupils In the hobby and non-hobby
groups It was found*
(a) That the per cent of parents

had hobbles was greater

In the boys* hobby group than In the boys* non-hobby
group#
(b) That the per cent of parents idio had hobbies was greater
In the girls* hobby group than In the girls’ non-hobby
group.
(c) That the per cent of parents itho had hobbles was greater
In the pupils* hobby group than in the pupils* non-hobby
group#
Since the above statements were found to be true, it nay be
agreed that the poaeeeelon of a hohby by the parents does have
some Influence on the child's Interest In hobbles.

of other

thl, .tud,

th. hobble. Of other fa:.dly «nb,r. ,hlch l^^luded brother, .l.ter,
oou,ln,, eunt,, uncle,, .nd grendparent. Were conaldered.

Xlthough

th. Interest of the,, relative, wa, conelderabl, 1.,. than the
Interests of the children In hobbles. It .as 10 per cent greater
than the parents'.

In conposlng the relallves of the pupils in

th« hobby and non-hobby groups It was found:
(a) That the per cent of relatives eho had hobbles was
greater In the boya» hobby group than In the boys* non¬
hobby group*
(b) That the per cent of relatives eho had hobbles was
greater In the girls’ hobby group than In the girls’
non-hobby group*
(c) That the per cent of relatives who had hobbles was
greater In the iniplls’ hobby group than In the pupils’
non-hobby group*
Since the above statenents were foxmd to be true. It follows
that the possession of a hobby by the pupil’s liaiaedlDte relatives
does influence the child’s Interest In hobbles*
(6) Hobbles of parents and relatlvea—Although fewer par¬
ents and relatives were Interested In hobbles, the hobbies In which
they were most Interested were practically the same as the pupils.
The parents and relatives liked to collect stamps, coins, and novle
stars* pictures*

Plshlx3g, baseball, and hunting have the greatest

appeal in the line of sports.

Many of the parents and relatives

like to work In their gardens, sew, and read.

Since many of the

hobbles of the parents and relatives are the same as the pupils.
It is highly probable that the pupils are Influenced in their
choice of a hobby by members of their family*
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Hga^r of children In the fapll-r—Another factor ehleh
nay Influence the pupil’s Interest In hobbles Is the number of
children In the family.

Prom the questionnaire it was foundt

(a) That the average number of children per family was
slightly higher In the boys’ non—hobby group than In
the boys’ hobby group,
(b) That the average number of children per family was
slightly higher In the girls’ non-hobby than In the
girls’ hobby group,
(c) That the average number of children per family was
sll{^atly higher for all the pupils In the non-hobby
group tlian the hobby group,
(d) That the difference between the number of children
per family In both the hobby and non-hobby groups was
so sllglit that It was negligible.
According to these facts the number of children In the family
has no marked effect in the pupil’s interest in hobbles,
(0)

the father—Still another factor which

may have some bearing on the child’s interest in hobbles is the
occupation of the father.

It was foundi

(a) That more of the fathers of the boys In the hobby
group than In the non-hobby group were engaged In pro¬
fessional work,
(b) That Kwre of the fathers of the girls In the hobby
group than In the non-hobby group were engaged In
professional work.

(c) That more of the fathers of all the pupU. l„ the
hobby group than In the non^^obby group were engaged
In professional work.
(d) That more of fathers In the boys* non-hobby group
tlian In the hobby group were not actively employed.
(e) That there la no difference between the per cent of
fathers In the girls hobby and non-hobby group who are
not actively employed#
(f) That In the hobby group as a ifliole 3 per cent more
of the fathers are engaged In professional work and
5 per cent less are not actively employed than In the
non-hobby group as a ?diole#
The type of occupation and the fact that the father la actively
employed does have some Influence on the pupil's Interest In
hobbies#
(9) Scholastic achiemjjjj^—In order to determine whether
the pupils who have hobbles are better students than those who
not have hobbles, a comparison was made of the scholastic achieve¬
ment of both groups.

It was found:

(a) ISiat the per, cent of boys and girls who did excel¬
lent work was greater for the hobby gi^ups and tlie non¬
hobby groups*
(b) That the per cent of boys and girls i^o did good
work was very nuch greater for those In the hobby groups
and In the non-hobby groups*
(c) That the per cent of boys and girls who did average
work was greater for the non-hobby groups.
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(d) Tliat ther* Is apparently no noticeable difference
between the boys of the hobby and non-^iobby groups who
do poor or falling work.
(e) That the per cent of girls in the non-hobby group
who do poor or falling work Is greater than In the hobby
group*
The pupils In the hobby group were better adjusted scholas¬
tically than were the pupils of the non-hobby group.
(10) Citizenship—:In order to detenntno whether the pupils
who have hobbles were better citizens than those who do not have
hobbles, a comparison was made of the citizenship ranks of the
pupils of both groups.

It was found:

(a) TtiAt the per cent of good and fair citizens In the
boys* hobby and non-hobby groups was exactly the ssmo.
(b) That the per cent of good and fair citizens In the
girls* hobby group was slightly hl^er than In the non¬
hobby group.
(c) The per cent of good and fair citizens for all the
pi:q?lla was exactly the same for both the hobby and non¬
hobby groups•
Ihese statements show that there Is no noticeable difference
between the citizenship rating of the pupils In each group.
(11) r.ytra..currlcular activities—The nimtber of extractirrlcular activities In which the pupil Is Interested In another
Ifliaae In the study of adjustnont of pupils In the hobby and nonhobby groups.

It was found:
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(a) That the boya of the hobby group ohow a slightly
greater Interest In extra-curricular activities than
the boys of the non—hobby group.
(b) That the girls of the hobby group show a slightly
greater Interest In extra-curricular activities than
the girls of the non-hobby group.
(c) That all the pupils in the hobby group show a slightly
greater Interest In extra-curricular activities than
#■

do the Ewnbers of the non-hobby group.
These statements show that there Is no great difference be¬
tween the interest In extra-curricular activities of the pupils
In each group, but udiat difference does exist la In favor of the
hobby group.
(12) Plans for further education—An attempt was made to
determine If the nembers of the hobby group were the pupils who
were more likely to continue their education when they left school.
It was foundt
(a) That a greater per cent of the boys* hobby group had
plans for further education than did the boya* non-hobby
group.
(b) That a greater per cent of the girls* hobby group had
plans for further education than did the girls* non-hobby
group.
(c) That a greater per cent of all the pupils in the hobby
group had plana for further education than In the non-hobby
group.
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These etatementa show that the pupils of the hobby group
more likely to continue their education than are the pupils of the
non-hobby group.
vocation—An attempt was alao made to datermlna
If the puplla of the hobby group had a better Idea of how they
wanted to earn their llvlne than did the pupils of the non-hobby
group.

It was found:
(a) That the per cent of boys who have chosen their voca¬
tions was greater In the hobby group than In the non-hobby
group.
(b) That the per cent of girls who had chosen their voca¬
tion was greater In the hobby group than In the non-hobby
group.
(c) That the per cent of all the pupils who had chosen
their vocation was greater In the hobby group than In
the non-hobby group.

These statements show that the pupils of the hobby group
were more likely to have a better Idea of how they wished to earn
their living than do the pupils of the non-hobby group.
(14) SuCTiary™A brief general summsiry of the conclusions
obtained from this study are listed below:
(a) A widespread interest In hobbles does exist.
(b) The pupils are rwst interested in collecting as a
hobby, rdscellaneotis hobbles rank second, and sports
are third.
(c) The interests of the puplla In hobbles is as varied
as the Individuals.

(d) The poaaeeslon of hobblea by the perenta la likely
to influence the child’a Interest In hobbles.
(©) The poaaeaalon of hobblea by other Tnembera of the
pupil’s family la likely to exert considerable Influence
on the pupil’s Interest in hobbles.
(f) Kany of the hobbles of the parents and the relatives
ai^ the sane as the puplla.
(g) Tiie number of children In the family has no marked
effect on tlie pupil’s Interest in hobbles.
(h) The typo of occupation and the fact tliat the father
la actively employed does have some Influence on the
pupil’s Interest in liobbies.
(I) The pupils in the hobby group were better adjusted
scholastically than were the pupils of the non-hobby
group.
(J) There was no noticeable difference between the citizen¬
ship rating of the puplla In each group.
(k) Tliere was not much difference between the Interest
In extra-curricular activities of both groups, but t^nat
difference does exist la In favor of the hobby group.
(l) The puplla of the hobby group are more likely to
continue their education tlum are the puplla of the non¬
hobby group.
(a) Tlie puplla of the hobby group are more likely to have
a better Idea of how they would like to earn their living
than the puplla of the non-hobby group.
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The results of this study show that In many cases no £;reat
difference did exist between the pupils of each group, but When
suen a difference did exist It showed that the pupils who had
hobbies were better adjusted to conditions in school and out
of school*

BmiooRAPnr
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Appendix I
Alice Hawthorne says that chlldrena• hobbles may be
divided Into five classes!

Things (1) To collect, (2) Do,

(3) Make, (4) Learn, (5) Think.

Her list is as follows.

Collecting (and Excharu-ln/",)
1. Colored Bits of Glass
2* Milk Bottle Tops
3* Birds* Feathers
4. Post Cards (from every state)
5» Pressed Flowers
6. Pennies (consecutive years)
7, Stajaps
Q*
Patches
9. Autographs (teachers*, governors*,
classmates*)
10. Buttons
11. Dolls
12. Stones
13. Miniatures (animals, birds,
and so forth
14. String
Do^-hg

.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

,

Ball Games
Walking
Reading Good Books
(Acquiring the Library Habit)
Swimming
Singing
Taking care of Pets
Imitating Birds
Cooking

Making
1.
2.

Making marionettes
Scrapbooks
(a) pictures of birds, alrplsines
boats, babies
(b) clippings
(c) riddles
(d) jokes
(e) chlld*s own life history with
Kodak pictures
(f) attractive expressions
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3.
4.
5.
6
7.
8
9.

.

,

Sewing
M&klng B. balanced aquarium
Clay Modelling
Soap Sculptiire
Making a "Protend" Radio
gardening (planting egg sheila)
Making Orange Crate Furniture
^

Learning
!• About the Stars
2. Develop a nice set of "manners"
3•
Poetry
4. ^ Pacts about many subjects
5. Seasonal material
6# Creating a Bibliography of
• Interesting People
Thinking
VThat we think in our leisure Is
after all a test of idiat we are.

Hawthorne, Alice "Hobbles New and Old;"
American Childhood XXV.
(February 1940) .
ps .
55«
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Appendix li
Pupils Please Anaw^

2®®£^]|®t^JPl2^BoAri8wer

Name
Citizenship (Check one)
Age

Good

School

Fair

Grade

Poor

Not to ho answered at present

Pupil*s i. Q*
Year * a Average

Questionnaire for Pupils
A hobby la something that you like to do because of
the fun you have doing it.

It is something that you like

to do usually in your spare time*
I
II

Have you a hobby?

Answer yea ^ no-

If you have a hobby what is it?

-

III Check any of the following activities in which you
have taken an active part this year*
1*

Football

2*

liaseball

3*

Basketball

4•

Track

5*

Minstrel show

6*

Class officer

7.

Student council member

8.

Member of the Photography club
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9.

Do you bolonf' to the acoute?

10*

Do you belong to the 4-n club?

11*

Member of the French club?

12*

On the staff of school paper?

13•

Contributed to the school paper?

14.

Served on a committee for a school dance?

15.

Taken part In the home room program?

16.

Officer of ttie athletic association?

17.

What other activity?——

—_———

IV Check which one of the following you plan to attend
in order to complete your education.
1.

College

2.

Business school

3.

Trade school

4.

Special school—what type?
--

5.

None

V For what vocation do you plan to prepare?
VI Do your parents have a hobby?

———-—-

Answer yes or no-

VII If your parents have a hobby, what is It?

---

VIII Have any other numbers of your family a hobby?

Answer

Yea or No-----IX If any other member of your family has a hobby what Is it?

X What Is your father*s occupation?

-

XI How many other children are In the family?
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Hobblea
The following list la preaentod ao that an Indication may be obtamed Of the type of hobblea In which you may have been mtereated In at aomotlme and moae with which you would lllce to do
more if there were an opportunity.
Pleaae check once (
In.

) thoae In which you have actually engaged

Pleaae check twice (

) thoae In which you would like to

take part if you had an opportunity.
Collecting;

Collecting

{

) Bottle caps

(

(

) Agates

( ) Glass bottles

(

) Marbles

(

) Indian relics

{

) Dolls

(

) Shells

(

) Street car passes

(

) Keys

(

) Stones

(

) Old buttons

(

) Stamps

(

) Ship pictures

(

) Precanceled stamps

( ) Bird pictures

(

) Pitchers

( ) Bird poems

(

) Bella

(

(

) Lamps

( ) Picture post cards

(

) Flowers

(

) Paper napkins

(

} Plants

(

) Bird*s feathers

(

) Magazines-first issues

( ) Pennies (consecutive years)

(

) Books-first editions

( ) Movie starts pictures

(

) Unusual epitaphs

) Old coins

) Flower poems
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C Pile c ting

Collectln.^

(

) Patches

( ) Hand wrought miniature

(

) Autographs

(

) Curios

(

) string

(

) Shoes

(

) Miniature horses

(

) Ship models

(

) Miniature dogs

( ) Miniatures in bottles

(

) Miniature elephants

(

) Canes

(

) Miniature pottery

(

) Recipes

(

) Miniature dolls

( ) Copperware

(

) Miniature china

(

(

) Vases

( ).-.

(

) Model trains

( ) .

(

) Radio Verification cards

( ).—-.

(

) Souvenir spoons

(

) Hand-painted china

( ) Football

(

) Firearms

( ) Tennis

(

) Samplers

( ) Basketball

(

) Cups and saucers

(

(

) Paintings

( ) Soccer

(

) Glassware

( ) Soft ball

(

) Pewter

( ) Baseball

(

) Inkwells

( ) Badminton

(

) Salt & pepper shakers

(

) Ping pong

(

) Foreign dolls

(

) Field hockey

(

) Coins

(

) Ice hockey

(

) Wooden shoes

( ) Track

) Bells

Playing Games

) Golf
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Llayln^^ Games
(

) Archery

(

) Bowling

(

) Bridge

(

) Checkers

(

) Chess

( )Other Activities

0^Activities
( ) Making garden ornaments
(

) Making garden furniture

( ) Making a radio
( ) Making marionettes
( ) Making friends
(

) Building miniature trains

(

) Constructing model airplanes
) Making bird baths

(

) Walking

(

(

) Swimming

( ) Making hooked rugs

(

) Skiing

{ ) Taking photographs

(

) Fishing

( ) Making braided rugs

(

) Hunting

( ) Making block prints

(

) Playing a musical
ins trument

( ) Doing metal craft work

(

) Singing

(

) Cooking

(

) Wood burning

{

) Soap sculpture

( ) Miniature gardening
(

) Sewing
(

(

) Learning poetry

) Crocheting
( ) Raising poultry

(

) Knitting

(

) Tatting

( ) Planting and caring for
a garden

(

) Embroidery

( ) Mixing chemicals

(

) Weaving

(

(

) Dyeing

( ) Study of birds

(

) Making quilts

(

) Study of a foreign
language

(

) Making embroidered
pictures

(

) Writing letters

(

) Making scrapbooks

(

) Writing short stories

(

) Skating

( )..

) Study of stars

other Activities
(

) Raising tropical fish

(

) Amateur radio operator

(

) Reading good books

(

) Imitating birds

(

) Clay modelling
List below any other hobby in which you are interested#

( )
( )

( )
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82*
83.
84.
85.
86.
87. ’
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.,
100.
101.
102.
103.
B.

Popular songB
Post cards
Radio stars* pictures
Railroad pictures
Ribbons
Rings
Samples
Scrapbooks
Shells
Ship plctiires
Skating pictures
C.
Snap shots
Souvenirs
Sports pictures
Stamps
Stones
Travel folders
Turtles
Vases
?/ar maps
War pictures
Western tunes
Women’s fashions

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Miscellaneous
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Sports
1.
2.
3..
4.
5.
6.
7•
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14•
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20*

Auto racing
Badminton
Baseball
Basketball
Boating
Bowling
Bicycling
Camping
Dancing
Driving
Fishing
Football
Golf
Hiking
Hockey
Horseback riding
Horse shoes
Hunting
Ice skating
Roller skating

Shooting
Skiing
Softball
Sports
Swimming
Tap dancing
Tennis
Track
Trapping

10.
11.,
12.
13 •
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Art
Animals
Automobile mechanics
Aviation
Bees
Birds
Building Airplanes
Building soap box
derby racers
Burning pictures
with a Magnifying
glass and the
sun
Care of children
Care of pets
Carpentry
Cooking
Crocheting
Crystal sets
Designing clothes
Dramatics
Drawing
Drum major
Electricity
Elocution
Embro1dery
Entering soap box
derbies
Farming
Fashion modelling
Gardening
Government
Handcrafts
Interior decoration
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so.
31*
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

Inventing
Jig sawing
Keeping a diary
Keeping pigeons
Knitting
Magician
Making bird houses
Making charm bracelets
Making house plans
Making memory books
Making models
Making railroads
Making scrap books
Making ship models
Making toys
Mechanical work
Mending automobiles
Mending toys
Model Airpianes
Ikfodellng In clay
Modeling In Plaster
of Paris
Movies
Music
Nature study
Painting
78. Works]

55•
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64•
65.
66.
67.
68.
69 •
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

Photography
Playing cards
Playing musical
Instruments
Poultry
Rabbits
Radio
Raising pets
Reading
Riding on engines
Sewing
Scouts
Singing
Soap sculpture
Stars
Studying birds
Studying the lives
of music composers
Studying fashion
magazines
Taxidermy
Writing
V7ood bTimlng
Woodcraft
Working on gas engines
Working on motors
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Appendlx TV
Hobbles In which the pupils have shown Interest In the
past or In which they think they mleht be Interested If an
opportunity were provided.

Only those hobbles which supple-

nent the ones found In Appendix IV are listed.
A.

Collecting
1. Agates
2. Airplane models
3. Airplane pictures
4. Animal pictures
5. Antiques
G • Ash' trays
7. Automobile pads
G. Balls
9. Banners
10.
Baseball bats
11. Baseball tickets
12. Big little books
13. Bird poems
14. Books
15. Books of houses
16. Boxing pictures
17. Business reply envelopes
18. Calendars
19.
Candy boxes
20. Canes
21. Cartridges
22. Clocks
23. Curios
24. Cutlasses
25. Dolls* clothes
26. Epitaphs
27. First day covers
28. Flashlights
29• Flower poems
30. Football pictures
31. Foreign dolls
32. Gem shells
33. Glassware
34. Handkerchiefs
35. Hand painted china
36. Hand wrought miniatures

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

Hunting knives
Indian relics
Inkwells
Jewelry
Lamps
Leaves
Liberty Head nickels
Madonna plct\u?es
Mail
Marbles
Mechanical motors
Miniature bottles
Miniature china
Miniature furniture
Miniature gas motors
Miniature horses
Miniatures In glass bottles
Miniature pottery
Names of cars
Names of orchestra leaders
National air mall weed cachet
News about arson antics
Nuts and bolts
Odd fish bait
Old coins
Old music
Old newspaper
Paintings
Paper napkins
Pennies
Photographs
Pictures of house Interiors
Pictures of orchestra leaders
Pitchers
Poems
Precanceled stamps
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73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
B.

Radio parts
29. Sailing
Recipes
30. Skeet shooting
Rings
31. Socca
Sabers
32. Surf board racing
Salt and pepper shakers
33. Swimming meets
Ship models
34. Tobogganing
Shoes
35. Too and ballet dancSjig
Signs
36. Volley ball
Souvenirs of the hurrlcane37. Walking
Souvenir spoons
38. Whist
String
39. Wrestling
‘Iheater ticket stubs
Throwing knives
C. Miscellaneous
Mi
Hobbles
Tin foil
Track equipment
1, Amateur radio
Trade marks
2,
Archaeology
Want ”ads”
3,
Attending horse shows
4,
Western songs
Attending races
5,
Book club
Western pictui*ea
Book revlev/s for magazines
6
Wine glasses
Building boats
7
Wise sayings
Building gasoline motors
•8
Wrappers
Camperaft
9
Wood
10
Chemistry
Wooden shoes
11. Citizenship
12. Clay modelling
Sports and Games
13. Debating
14. Designing race cars
!• Archery
15. Designing dresses
2« Aviation
16. Developing and printing
3» Bicycle racing
pictures
4* Boxing
17. Drum and bugle corps
5. Bridge
18. Editing a small newspaper
6. Canoeing
19. Fancy printing
?• Checkers
20. Forming clubs for children
8* Chess
21• Gem club
9. Chinese checkers
22. Hairstyling
10* Cribbage
23. Homemaking
11* Croquet
24. Imitating birds
12. Cross country
25. Indian lore
13. Dart shooting
26. Information about swing music
14. Dominoes
27. Inventing different kinds of
15. Fancy diving
sandwiches
16. Field hockey
28. ICnife throwing
17. Handball
29. Knowing the parts of an air¬
18. Horse shoos
plane
19.
Ice hockey
30. Learning poetry
20. Mah Jong
31. Listening to dance bands
21. Monopoly
32. Making a scrapbook of the
23. Motor boat racing
Dionne Quintuplets
24. Mountain climbing
33. Making a radio
25.
Parches!
34. Making baskets
26.
Ping pong
35. Making block prints
27 * Poker
36. Making boats
28. pool
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37•
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47•
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.

Making braided ruga
Making bird baths
Making charm bracelets
Making doll»s clothes
Making fishing flya
Making friends
Making garden furniture
Making garden ornaments
Making hooked rugs
Making marionettes
Making miniatures
Making own recipes for cakes
and pastry
Making quilts
Making telegraph seta
Magic
Manual training
Metal craft work
Miniature gardens
Modelling for fashion shows
Organizing a tin can band
Operating a vegetable stand
Painting stones
Playing an accordlan
Playing a dance band
Plumber’s helper
Radium
Raising canaries
Raising cats
Raising dairy cattle
Raising farm animals
Raising frogs
Raising tropical fish
Remembering car plates
Remodelling old clothes
Saving ’’j\mk"
Science
Sculpturing
Study of animals
Stixdy of fish
Study of foreign language
Study of religious differences
Study of trees
Typing
Weaving
Writing letters
Writing lyrics
Writing plays and jokes
Writing short stories
Writing to children In foreign
lemds

Appendix V
The following entries were made In the Mlllla Hobby Show
conducted In March 1940 by George W* Clark.
!• Miniature Circus
2. Model Trains
3• Sculpture
4* Paintings
5* Counts
6 • Croche ting
7* Color Photographs
8* Woodworking
9• Rugs
10. Precanceled Stamps
11• Braided Rugs
12* Vases
13. Embroidered Pictures
14. Photographs
15. Dogs
16. Dolls
17. Clay Modelling
18. Art Metal Viork
19. Needlepoint Pictures
20. Radio Verification Cards
21. Elephants
22. Souvenir Spoons
23. Hand-paInted China
24. Salt and Pepper Shakers
25. Alligators
26. Model Airplanes
27. Stamp-decorated Screen
28. Hobby Books
29. Cigarette Cards
30. Firearms
31. Samplers
32. Cups and Saucers
33. Glassware
34.
Pewter
35. Stamps and covers
36.
Inkwells

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

Foreign Dolls
Pitchers
Coins
Outdoor Exhibit
Buttons
Shell Novelties
Ship Models
Wooden Shoes
Ducks
Hand Wrou^t Miniatures
Curios
Hand-carved Furniture
Various Handicrafts
Shoes
Miniatures In Bottles
Radio
Indian Relics
Canes
Copporware
Recipes
Milkweed Cape
Horses
Bells
Block Printing
Wood Burning
Travel Folders
Air Mail Week Covers
Air Mail Cachets
Matchbooks
Lead Soldiers
Free Samples
China Doga
Foreign Correspondence
W oodw orking
Knitting
First Day Covers
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